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I. Introduction 

It is well-known trot a gauge symmetry in a dynamical systeo 

leads to the appearance of first-class constraints [ll for oa~o

nical variables. The latter means that a system of that sort 

does not move in the total phase space (PS), but only on a sub

manifold in it. So, these systems have 11 supe-:rfluous'1 o1· unphys~-

cal degrees of freedom. 

To describe systems with a gauge g:-ou:p uniquely~ one should 

in a way choose physical variables. 1-Chis can be done by gauge 

fixing or pass:J..ng to gauge-iiNariant variables. In this way, v.'e 

pass from the description of dyna~ics in the total P5 to its 

description in the physical PS. It is u;,ually asstu:J.ed tha-: in 

gauec theories the .physical PS is an even-din:ensionn.l 3uclide~cn 

space defining an integration rer,ion in :r(PI [2l fo::· systems \"-':lth 

constraints. However, it has been shown in (J1 for simple models 

with a gauge group that the physical PS may diffe~ from an ordi

nary plane and can be a cone. This PS reduction leads to the HPI 

·modification [4,5] • The general cause, for the reduction of the 

11volume 11 of the physical PS, is that after the elimination of 

all unphysical variables in a theory there renainsthe discrete 

gauge group. This residual discrete gauge group (P~GG) acts in 

both configuration e~d phase spaces of physical variables iden

tifying some points of them [4"]. To remain into the framework of 

the Dirac quantization method for systems with constraints, it is 

necessary to take into consider~tion the PS reduction for the HPI 

construction since in this case there exists a one-valued analy

tic continuation of the operator evolution kernel to the total 

conf"iguratiQll. space (including also unphysical variables) which 

is explicitly gauge-invariant [5,6]. Note also that the PS re

duction takes place for the Higgs field [J] and Yang~iills 

fields [7] . 
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The present paper is devoted to the above problems. In par
ticular, the QUestion about a correct form of HPI for the Yang 
- !~tills quantum me ch2.nics [8,9] will be solved. The Yang-Mills 
field theory becomes the Yang-Mills mechanics if fields a:ce req_ui:!:'ed 
to be homogeneous in space. This model is remarkable since it 
contains many CJ.Ualitative peculiarities of dynmni:cs of a non
abelian gauge field theary. That is why it has been used for 

studying different aspects of the Yang.J>lills field dynamics: 
stochastic behaviour [Io}, statistical properties [a1, classical 
solutions [111 , qualitative consideration of a glueball spectrlli~ 
[12], Gribov 1 s problem [lJ], etc. So, the YangJhlls quantum 
mechanics is a quite suitable system for a qualitative consi
deration of an influence of the PS reduction to the quantum 
description of the Yang...l'lhlls fields :m. terms of HPI. 

The paper is organized as follows. In sect.2, the abelian 
matrix model with the group S0(2) is considered for the expla
nation of main difficulties arising at the HPI derivation in 
the reduced PS. Section J is devoted to the Yang~~ills quantum 
mechanics. And in sect.4, for a simple model, the question is 
studied about the connection of HPI in gauge invariant variables 
with the description using an arb_i·trary ga~ge condition. In 
Conclusion we summarize our results. In A~pendix, the recipe of 
the HPI construction in curvelinear coorO.inates is suggested 
which i.s used for the analysis in sections ·2-4. This problem was 
already discussed in literature. In particular, in (14] the HPI 
fonn was found in another way in spherical and topologically 
equivalent coonHna..tes. 

2. Abelian matrix model 

Consider the system .with the Lagrangian 
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Here the 2x2 real matrix ~ and scalar ~ are dynamical 

( oi-o1
\ variables of the theory, T ) is a generator of rotations 

in a two-d~ensional plane (a generator of the group S0(2)), \1 
is a potential. The Lagrangian (2.1) does not change under gauge 
transformations 

(2. 2) 

where G)= W(t) is an arbitrary function of time. The gauge 
transformations are rotations of the two-dimensional vectors 
being the matrix X columns. 

Let us turn now to the Hamiltonian formalism. The canonical 
momenta axe p ~ oLJa-i: -= (-:X:+ ~TxY, 'Jf ~ oLio~= o. 
So, the ~iltonian of the system has the following form 

Secondary constraints follow from self-consistency conditions of 
dynamics \_1] 

:Jf = [ Jr, H} = Tr flT::c = G; = o. C2.4l 
Here { , J are the Poisson brackets. It is easy to ch~ck that 
Eq.(2.4) exhausts all secondary constraints. Indeed, {G.)-i}==O. 

Let us discuss the qu~stion about the physical PS structure 
in the present model. By the gauge transformation (2.2), the 
matrix ~ can always be reformed to a triangular form, for examp-

since the transformations (2.2) are rotations of 
and Xj'2. • However, gauge arbitrariness is 

not yet exhausted. Transformations changing the sign of :C~i 
remain, and they do not break the equality~~~~ 0 Cthe rota
tions through the angle ~ in the plane (rxH J'X2.1) )o Therefo
re, the points X 11 and- XH are. gauge-equivalent ( R1)(;; G = l 2) · 
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Note that these ~2 -transformations can be made at any moment 

of time (they are gauge transformations!). Since laws of gauge 

transformations for coordinates 'X. and momenta p coincide, 

changes its sign simultaneously with 'X:H • The latter 

means that 'PS ( 'XH 
1 pH) is a cone un!olda.ble into a ha.l:f-plo.nc 

con(:ii) [3,7} (if in the plane (X", p" ) we identify the 

points ( c:c·1.1.. 
1 

pH ) and (-X-H. 
1

- Pu ) which are gauge-eq_ui-
valent, the phase plane becomes a cone: con(:Jr) ). This 

exhausts the gauge arbitrariness. Thus, there are only three 

physical degreeS of freedom with PS = con (Jf} ® \R2..® \R 2 

in the present model. 

As is shown in[J,?], the distance between energy levels 

of a q_uantum oscillator with PS = con ('JT) is doubled. So, it 

would be expected that the physical (observed) fr~q_uencies 

will be 2, 1, 1 if V-=~ T.,..-XT'X and what's more, 2·corresponds 

to the degree of fxeedom with PS = con ('JT) • However, it is 

ndt the case. It turns out that degrees of freedom with the re·du
ced PS influence the spectrum of the full system. 

To make more clear this question, consider a quantum theory. 

After quco.ntization Pi.j-- Pi.J 1 'XLj :£:~~ 1 (ii.j,PKn1:::LS~KSjn(t=i) 
the constraint operator (2.4) picks out a physical subspace of 

states ~ph 

(the constraint 

A 

Gl*r"> 
i \*ph'>= 0 

0 

is solved immediately). Equation 

(2.5) can easily be solved in the second quantization represen

ta1on. In this representation, Eq. (2.5) has the following form 

(2.6) 

A (A . A 
where" QKj"' XKj tl-~~)/¥2 . Apparently, the vacuum \o)Edtr\, 
( D..Kj I o> =- 0 ), therefore any physical state can be 
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A+ A 
obtained by applying a function of CL commuting with G 
to \o) . Since the gauge transformations are rotations of 

"+ 
calu:nns of tl:e mat:ri:: Q. · , all gau.c;e-:.Tlva:ri2.Ylt 

'j 't
depenC. O!l scalar J~oducts of Q~i colu;Jns [151; 

A+ 1\+ -'\+ Qt- Af "t- 0 g ~().,Vi. Q~'2.. b ::. QLiQ_i.~·However, there exists o:-:_e rr:o:-e operator 
?.. ) ~A .A+ "'+ "'+-"'+ A+At 

coo:nuting with G . It !'las the :forn ~ 0 = det Q_i.i = 0 11 ().2.2.-0.~2 0..2 ~ 
8+2. ""+J\+ "'t-a. . Q a!ld U :::::; ~ g - ~ , ~.e., it does not corres:pond to an ind.e-o 1-2, 0 

:pendent degree o:: :freedom. ~:eve:rtheless 
~+ \ t:ce st~te ~0 \o) ~ e,> 

A+ 
satisfies (2.6) ani it is orthogonal to e,_[o) (a=l,2,J), So, 

full ';lt pf- splits into the oc::-thogo:r..al Sti:":". of t·:ro subs:;Jnces 

'Jt~h@J{:hin 'Nhich bases are formed Oy :'alloYting states 

8+Y1i n +Yl2 

"''- ":c 
~ t-112.. 

~ 

E= 

E= 

0 

'dt fh (2.7e) 

c 
'dtf" (2.7b) 

-,.r.here Vl.a...::: 0,1,2, .••• Now one can see f~or:l (2,7) tha': t~e p!lysi

cal s:;:ectr'..l.l71 o:f t::e system for V = 1/z TYXTX .::_ 3 

i.e., :..t con'::ains levels of three i-:lde:9e::1deOJ.-l:: oscillato:-s with 

::-equencies 2. 3owever, the degeneratio::l. rz E of a level E is 

d::._:fferent frorr: one o;:' the case a:: tb:_'ce oscillators and it, 

apparently, is 

where ~(h) is a nlli7lber of solutions of Diophantine 

equation (2.7c) ( n=n1 +n2+n3 ) at fixed 1, I'wo addendW':l in 
o NP l. 

correspond to subspaces d{ph and 0\..p'n ( '2. ( n.) 
l. 

for gp 1 ) '<Jlpn , 

for 

and ~ (n- c) 
'I'be e:dste:'lce of two ortbor;onal su·ospaces in is con-

::12cted vrith the difference of the groups 0(2) and S0(2). Consider 
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the pa:::-ity tre.nsfornation P-=- (~~1.} . Ap::parently, P E (){2.}, 
but P ~ SO (2). Nevertheless, kgrangian of the theory (2.1) 
does not che.nr,e under transi'ormations from0(2) , 'X~ 'Llp'JC 

d.,t u F -~ -- i ~_,. -~ + w , 'Up~ Pu , 'U = exp Tcu(t) and 

The transformation P chanr;es the sign of tile lovter line of tl'~e 
m~~ix X.~j (therefore momenta p'2-j c~ange their sign too).So, 

Q;{.j change al__so the s.ign unde:::- the L -trcmsformation. Acoo:::-
ding to (2. 7a, b) the space *r~ is P-invariant and states fran 
'J{p~ are P-odd since P \g,> =- igo> Although the transfor

mation 2 belon~s to the gauge grou:p of the Lagrangian, it does 
not lead to aYJ. additional cutting down of ~ph • Tn.e main point 
is that operato::_·s of constraints in & gauge theory realize always 
a representation of .a Lie algebra for a considered gauge grou::p, 
hence, taking constraints as generators of gauge transformations, we 
may only restore a connected component of the identity element of a 
gauge group. ~he information about the global group structu~e is 
absent in constraints. In this sense, transformations which do not 
belong to a connected component of a group identity element cannot 
call gauge (Obviously, they form a discrete subgroup). For.examp

le, the above-considered transformation 'Up~ Pu consists of 
both "ungauge" P and gauge 1A E S0('2.) transformations for the 
quantum theor~ Of course, we may supplementary require the "P-

" invariance for physical states, i.e., we do it"by hand"a However, 
it changes nothing in the dynamical description of the system 

0 i 
since transitions bet we en "Jtph and ~ph are absent for a P-

invariant potential V ( V does not depend on det X. ), ioea, 
subspaces are dynamical unconnected and have 'JZP~ and 'at~\, 
the identical structure exept of the vacuum energies of \ 0) 
and [ ~ 0) , So, quantum dynamics in t;}\' p~ and 'atpih coincide, 

Moreover, if V is not P-invariant, then there exist transi

tions between ~;hand 'df:'n , but in this case P is not the gau-
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se tr2..:lsformatio~'1 ( V (:2x) -f:. V (x) ~). ·:rhc:.s, y:r::. may c~mcluC.e 
that ~::auge gro·...t,s s1::.ould al·,.;ays be, :_r: this sense, co:J.r.ected 
coQponents of a group identity element. 

Note .that doubling of these levels is not connected with the 
global 50(2)-symmetry with respect to index of columns of X~ 
Indeed, the Lagrangian (2.1) can be rewritten as sum of two 
Lagrangians

1
and besides, each of them corresponds to one column 

of 9C (to one particle on a plane). Then we may introduce diffe
rent constants of the kinetic terms, i.e., particles 'X'Li and Xi..2 
will have dif!erent masses. So, the global S0(2) symmetry will be 
broken, but the gauge S0(2) symmetry will not. However, by this 
procedure we shall only take off the degeneracy between levels 
of three oscillators but the distance doubling between the levels 
will conserve; since the basis of gauge invariants, as before, 
has the form XdL'XJK, i.e., is formed out of scalar products of 
XLi and X 1.2. • The latter entails the level doubling for all 

physical degrees of freedom. Attention is to be paid to that the 
syste:n spectrum would contain levels of three oscillators. with 
unit frequencies if one elimi~~tes a nonphysical variable 

before the quantiz.ation, for example, th:rough the gauge condition 
'X21 = 0 

To reveal the orie;in of such peculiar kinematic coupling 
of the degrees of freedom with PS = con (Ji) and PS = IR2 , consider 
the quantum problem in the coordinate representation, i.e., 

'p . = -i,_ Yox . . In' so doing, we pass to new variables to KJ Kj 
solve Eq. (2. 5) 

where J is a triangular matrix ( J\.-. = 0). 
vative t:ransformations one check-s easily that 

Using rules of deri-

G ~ -1. -a;,e 
in coordinates (2. a). Thus, dtph consists of functions indepen-
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dent of 8 , i.e., tf~,(x)= ~ (~) . To calculate the Hamilto

nian in 'Jtph. , we deterr:1ine the Laplace-Beltrami operator in 

coordinates (2.8) (see (A.J)) and omit in it the terms contain-

ing the derivatives with respect to e 
find the new metric tensor: 

• From (2. B) we can 

(2,9) 

where the matrix d f consists of the differentials do .. ' 
J 'ci 

which we may represent in the form of a 4x4 symmetric matrix 

S~~ = ( ~~)= ( ~T ~-?fJ· (2,10) 

where A = 1 is the JxJ matrix (from the first term in (2.9) ). 

Using antisymmetry of Tone transforms the last term in (2.8) to 

BT 
to find the colwnn B , So, Q.. 

is 

- Ba. 'J:2) 
-2. 

S'1 
(2.11) 

o (, (' -2 B 
The JxJ matrix ~ p'n :::= Oae, + j>_, B!.l. t contributes to the physi-

cal part of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. 

Thexefore 

" - - _1_ d 0 o.€ 0 H ph - z .r "' ~ph Y ~ +V(f.l')., 

where dQ-= )/Q ?a... . Now one can see how the kinematic coupling 

of physical degrees of freedom a.:rises. Even if V:::: 0 , the 

variables do not separate in the Schroedinger equation, i.e., 
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independent excitations of the degrees of freedom y~ and J~ 
are impossible. The curvilinearity of physical variables 
playa a central role in this phenomenon [16] ." There exists no 
kinematic coupling if the quantization is made after the elimina
tion of nonphysical variables through the gaugs condition X::: J . 

Let us turn now directly to the HPI construction. 1'he probler.t 
is to find the representation of the evolution operator kernel 
corresponding to the quantum Hamiltonian (2.12) in terms of a path 
integral. Since (2.12) contains the part of the total Hamiltonian 
in curvilinear coordinates (2.8), we may use the method suggested 
in Appendix for deriving the HPI. 

From (2.6) it follows that there exist two types of the 
symmetry for the new variables: 

e--"' e + 2J111., n. =···;-1,0,1,. .. 
J_,_.? 8-G+T. (2.13) 

So, the fundamental region J< is 
J 

2 3 E lR • However, the variable 

8E[0,2Jf) 0>0, > .~. 

EJ is unphysical, there-' fore' the transformations of e do not influence the form of 
the unit operator kernel in ~P~ • The physical variables 
change under z2 -group, ~-">-s ' which should be taken into 
consideration for the analytic , continuation of the unit operator 
kernel Z S' \ ?\n • Thus 

< g I J 1>p~-, = ~ ':f',(g) '-l': (g') = 

= (S'i?:fta sc~-i) + C-J.?:t' SCS'+I''), 
where ? E. rR~, J 1 

E I< ( ~ :'> 0) and lF E present a basis in rc\Erc, , hence, Y', (~)~ '1'E (-.f). The latter allows us to 
write equality C2.14) for the analytic continuation of <gL~r>ph 
in unphysical region J 

1 
< 0 • We may also get (2.14) by the 
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gauge group averaging o= the unit operator kernel in the total 
Hilbe::'t space 

<rl?/>fh-
( 2 .15) 

~ 2Ji ol "r 
0 

where '.X:~ exp (sT) r and ::c'~exp(e'T)g'. Calculating 

the integral in (2.15), we find (2.14) (compare with deriving 
(A.6) and (A.7)). Note thc.t the P-transformation changes the 
kernel (2.14), however this kernel is SQ(2)-gauge-invariant in 
accordance with (2.15). This result corresponds to our conside
ration of the ooCel in the second QUantization representation. 
1'here exists the main difference between the 12.-transformation as 
RDGG and P-tra::J.sformaticn. RDGG S "'Z2. corresponds to the transfor
mation of the unphysical variables e --"' e + 11 , while under the p
transformation e does not change C -x ~ Px ) ~----':> P~ =- ~ 
in (2.1)). 

The obtained group z2 reduces the physical PS . Indeed, 
using the gauge transformations we get the equality ex:::::: s> c~21::"o) 
But there exists a residual discrete gauge transformation from 

z-2, J --3>.! r which does not break the condition ,!\~.i:::: 0. 
Therefore, physical values of J lie in 1< . Of course, the 
physical states (2.15) should be invariant u~er this RDGG since 

it is a subgroup of the gauge group in the pTesent system. The 
RDGG has a transparent geometrical meaning. The condition picking 
out the physical variables determines a "line 11 in the total 
configuration space. This line can inte:rsect a gauge group orbit 
several times. The gauge transformations connecting these cros
sing points on one orbit form RDGG reducing the physical PS, . The 
existence of the RDGG is due to impossibility of choosing the glo
bal gauge condition picking out physical variables without an 
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ambiguity, i.e., the gauge condition 11 line 11 always" int~rsects 

each orbit more than once. In the :present model this follov1s from 

compactness of the gauge orbits. In the general case of Yang -

-Mills fields this results from Singer's theorem [17]. 
To get the HPI, now it will be sufficient to use formulae 

from Appendix (A. 8)-(A. 24) whe:::e the operator (2.12) should be 
A 

taken istead of H • Then, we conclude 

ut (~,?') = ~ 
rR" 

d f' eff 

Cso,cr~)';2 Ut ( ~,y")Q (~': 5''), (2.16) 

Q C)l",SJ') = 8(p"-_p') + S(~"+ f]'} (2.17) 

eff 
The kernel ut is determined by HPI (A. 24) in which the 

effective action has the form 

t 

~ clo: (Tv-- p' § - 1-\e'it (~, ?)J • 
0 

where f is an upper triangular matrix of momenta and, at least, 
in accordance with (A.l5) 

.( a~ 'b c ) Her.~ "' 2 Po.. 2ph P~ 2 Po fa+ f',.}J, 

Here P .. = 
matrix p 

~ (
2 + VC~-.-?). c2.19) 

( 0 p p \ mean nonzero ccr.~ponents of t!le 11', <a> zoi 

Note that the 
a~ 

part of (2.19) ~uadratic in momenta contains 

• Therefore, after integration over p in the metric ~ph 
HPI a determinant arises in the measure on the configuration 

space, and the effective Lagrangian ivill contain the nontrivial 

metric ( ~;h1. )a@. in_ the teTm ~uadratic in velocities ~a.. • 

Moreover, the curvature tensor calculated with (g;~)a~ does not 

vanish (unlike the case of curvilinear coordinates considered ~n 

Appendix). Thus, the physical configuration space turns out to be 
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curved, i.e., it cannot be transfo~ed to the plane one by a 

global smooth change of variables. 

We may use another way for eliminating unphysical variables, 
T 

for example, CX::;:: 5' = .9 [ lJ] • In this case RDGG coincides 

with ~2 again (the only nontrivial gauge transformation non-

breaking the equality X= 'X. T is X_.,. ±.X ) • So, the physical 

configuration space can be picked out as Jl € 1< if Tr- g > 0 
Asswning J to be Syr:lmetric matrix in (2.8) we may calculate 

the metric tensor like (2.9). It has the same form as in (2.10) 

with A=l, D= Tr- J2 
and column B consists.of three independent 

elements of the matrix Y2. [ T; S l . Further, with the help of (A.l5) 

(A. 23) and (A. 24) we can construct rt?I in this case. 
T Note that HPI for the physical variables 5' = :f differs 

from (2.16) since the measure and effective action are di~ferent 
A 

in both cases. Nevertheless, the operator 
A 

Q coincides with 

(2.17). One asks: does Q depend on the choice of physical 

variables? J:n sect.4 it will be shown that the answer is positive. 

In conclusion we study the question about a p~1ysical meaning 
A A 

of the operator Q i..s showr. above, Q symmet:rizes the evo-

lution operator ke:rnel over the RDGG. :Particularly, Q(S 1 J1
) 

= )~1 1 <?) J'
1

>Fh in our model. On the other hand, by construction, 

kernel (2.14) is explicit r,auge-invario.nt (see (2.15)) and v1e oay 

replace J 1 
by X 1 

, the result does not depend on the unp:h.ysi

cal variable 8' , i.e., 

(2,20) 

One may also ~ind the explicit form of the gauge-invariant ke:r

nel <X\ X 1)ph in the total configuration space of the system 

<x\x''-.= \detxdeh'\i/
2 S(cx:T'X_<J:/T'X/)(·H ~d"~"",)c2.21) 

~· •• x -
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Here 6 -function is the product of three 1-dimensional 8 
functions for every ind.ependent elenent of the symr.1etric matrix 
( -:x:T:r).. (i.e., ij = 11, 22, 12 ). One r.~a,v check that C2.21) 'd 
coincides with (2.14). The second term in sum (2.21) is P-odd, 
1. e., it corresponds to the cont:::-ibution o; states from d.![:\., 
Taking into account both the connection Q Vlith /.~ \~'>fh a!ld 
equality (2. 20), •ve may replace g 1 

by X 
1 

in C 2. 16) and the 
0 I 

result is independent of the unphysical variable I:J Moreover, 
""e.U" by consb:-uction of kernel (2.16) (see de:civing (.A.22)), Q.Ut Q V

A {?H A 
A A rh A ph = E Q ( E -'> 0 ) , hence Q U E ~ U E • This leads to that _? can be changed by X in (2 .16). Thus, the following 

equality takes place 

ph 
U (x,x') t ' . 

'l'he right-hand side of (2. 22) is the explic::. t .r:;auge-invariant 

U ph evolution operator kernel of our system, i.e., the function t 
as a function of two variables depends only on gauge-invariant ( TJ' 'n/\ , , combinations X. X .. 

1 
~X X ). . and det'X , det X • \ie conclude l..d .. J .... that taking into consideration of the operator Q i:J. the evolu-

tion operator kernel (i.e., taking into consideration of the phy
sical phase space reduction) allows to get unique explicit gauge
-invariant continuation o:f the evolution ope:rator kernel in the 
total configuration space and, by the way, it guarantees us a 
gauge-invariant quantum description. 

J. HPI for the Yang~1hlls quantum mechanics 

The Yang-J.Iills mechanics with the group SU(2)<"VS0(J) 
corresponds to the Yang..J•Iills . A;= A; (t) Ca=l,2,J 

£ield theory if all potentials 
are isotopic indice~ depend onlY on t~e. 

The Lagrant;ian has tbe form (2.1) vrhe:ro 'X: is a JxJ .real matrix C 'X a c = ·A~ ( t) , i=l,2,J) and~T-7~is a JxJ real antisymmet-
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ric matrix ( ~alb;:;;- 2 EoGc A~ (-t} ), ~ i_s a uoupling cons

tant. Then v ~ % g2 [ (Tr- XT'X y- v(:x: T x)"' j ' however in 
what follo\'.'S the potential form is inessential. We may write the 

law of gauge transfo~ations as .follows 

X_,. SL X' 'j- Q ::JllT + .Q_ dt~l '.V(t) E' S0(3). (J.l) 

T.he Fhmiltonian formalism for the present system is analo-

go us to tb e o:2e in sect. 2. Again lj turns out to be unphysical 

(:its momentum vanishes, forming the primary. constraint). The 

Secondary constraints a~e, as it should be, generators of three

-dimensional rotating columns of the matrix ~ • So, any gauge-
, T 

-invariant function of X is a function of the matrix 'X X. , 

i.e., the system contains six physical degrees of freedom. 
Of course, det ~ is also gaug~-invariant, but it does not 
represe:1t new indepenC.ent physical degree of freedom as it was 
shown in sect. 2. 

To construct the quan_tum theory for this model in terms of 
HJ?I,following the logic of sect.2, one should pick out physical 
variables, find an RDGG reducing a physical PS, and finally 

take account of the curvilinearity of physical variables, 
restore the HPI form with the help of Appendix. Upon this proce-

dure we get one-to-one correspondence with a gauge invariant 
description (coinciding spectra etc.). Ignoring each of these 

conditions leads to a wrong result, i.e., to rejection of the 

Dirac qua.'1tization scheme for a system with constraints, as it 

has been shown in sect.2. 

T Let lis realize this programme. Put X=-':t • This condition 

picks out six physical degrees of freedom. For determining RDGG 
we must solve the equation 

(3.2) 
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1;ote t:b..at Lagrangian of the :present t:'1eory ::.s irwaria:nt under 

transfo:rmation (J,l) with Q E Q(~) . However, as shown in sect. 2, 

transformations of the pa:=ity from Q('j) are not connected with 

changing unphysical variables and, so they cannot include in ?-~GG 

determined by (J. 2). 

Putting X:::::: W ~CUT where h is a diagonal matrix, 0J E S0(3), 
I h T '·' -WT\)._ w EO S0(3) we get from (J,2) Ws h = CJ.s ) 1...V5- s ' 

Then h_ ~ w; h W~ and h = Ws h WS since h ='fcT. Using 

two latter equalities one finds easily 

[h_', w5 j =O. (J. J) 

Since h is arbitrary, we conclude that Ws is a diagonal 

orthogonal matrix, i.e., GJS =' [ I 1 =diag(l,-1;1), I
2 

= diag 

(-1,1,-1), 13 = diag(-1;1,1), 14 = 1} • Thus, the transforma

tions W5 form the group ~£2. ® l 2 and the group S reducing 

the physical PS contains also four elements Sv 'X :; U. ~ T 
v T -\) s lAs~ W(oc)J.,w(x) , 1,2,3,4. is isomorphic 

to 12. ® l 2 in the neighbourhood of a nondegenerated matrix 

Apparently, degenerated matrices X belong to the boundary 

'OK, where K ~ fR"\S (:x:Eil<'') [u] Note that the dependen

ce 8 on a :point 'X: is smooth, 1. e.' sex) rv z2-® l2. 
at all nondegenerated X 

To take into consideration the curvilinearity of 

physical variables it is necessary to make ~ter quantization a 

change of variables which diagonalizes constraints, 1. e., in the 

new variables constraints must exp:::ess the equalities to ze:::-o of 

some generalized momentum operators on functions of the physical 

Hilbert subspace ~ph. A momentum operator is always a transla

tion generator of the corresponding canonical coordinate. 'l'hu:;, 

choosing new coordinates so that a part of the·m acquires a 

disJ)lacement u.nder a gauge transfo:::-mat:!..on, one can diagonalize 

constraints. &sed on these notes we introduce the new variables 
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by analogy with (2.8) where U E S0(3) and J ~ .)' T • T"ne follow~ 
ing step for the HPI determination is to perform analytic 
continuation of the unit operator kernel in ~ph . For this 
pur:pose we calculate the metxic tensor. It has the f'orm (2. IO) 
where A. is a 6x6 unit r:rat~ix corresponding to Tr-Jg 2. 

~~ d T 
2 in 'r X dx , ]) is a JxJ symmetry mat:rix, D

0
e =l/4(S0~T~fl-

- Jlac S'c~ ) which a"e multipliers of d8a_d8~ H we put(LlTdv..)oG 
= l/2 Ea~c d8c , 0d8c is the invariant measure on SU(2). 
At last, indepe:!ldent elements of the tensor BaG,c ~ Bto.~c 
which gives multipliers of d foe. dec in T...-dxT dx determine 
the 6xJ matrix B. By direct calculation we find B016 ,c =l/4([aJ.c~d~+ 
+ EQ.dc p d Q. ). So, the measure in the scalar product of 'd{ ph 
is 

accurate to a UU.11erical factor, where (Tr_p -·~)a~ = sue Try- Jo~. 
Thus, we can write for the analytic continuation of the unit 
operator kernel in de p~ 

4 -'/2 
<J\9) = z (f'c~~ycs,,?')] 6C?- s,g'). (3.5) ph V= \ 

Now it only remains to calculate the :physical part Q 
cl pi-of the metric tensor imrerse to (2.10) which defines the physical 

addend in the Lapb.ce - Beltrami operator that does not depend on 
0/0&a.. .. Apparently, 1t coincides with the 6x6 matrix in the 

upper left-hand angle of the matrix inverse to (2.,10), i.e., 

(J.6) 

Now we may derive HPI for the Yang-Mill& quantum mechanics with 
· the help of the recipe suggested in Appendix. 
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As in the- previous model, the symmetrization over RDGG Sr-
-v l,

2
_fii.l2.allows us to continue th.e evolution ope:::-ator kernel 

by exJ2lici t gauge-invariant way in the total configuration space. 
Equations (z.20) and (z.22) remain to be valid. One may also write 
the analog of C2. 21) fo:c the present model. In conclusion it is 
nece·ssary to enphaze that the present model does not include 
a condition that piks out physical variables without an ambiguity 
(lJ], i.e., :.-l.DGG is always nont:::-ivial. \le have abave suggested the 
method of solution for this problem according to the Dirac quanti-
zation scheme. 

4. Gauge fixing and invariant description 

Solutions of constraint equations in gauge theories are 
easily :found if v1e know the basis of gauge group invariants. Hov:
ever, for realistic field theories this problem has no satisfac
tory solution so far. 

That is why for picking out physical degrees of freedom one 
. uses a condition imposed on theory va~iables, i.e., one fixes a 

gauge. The elimination of unphysical variables and a subsequent 
quantization, as shown above, do not always give a correct result 
corresponding to the Dirac scheme [1] , in other words, a quantum 
theory thus obtained does not always correspond to an initial 
Lagrangian since it can contain unphysical states ll9,7]. So, it 
is interesting to elucidate the question about the cor~ect HPI 
form in any gg,uge which is in a one-to-one correspondence With a 

gauge-invariant description. 

We have seen that it is necessary to take into account two 
central points for this; the curvilinearity of physical 
Variables (the metric in an effective action) and a physical 

/\ 
PS reduction (the operator Q in HPI). Here for the simple mo-
del the question about the correct HPI entry in an arbitrary 
gauge will be solved. 
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The Lagralleian has the form [20,3] 

(4.1) 

where a two-dimensional vector X and a scalar 'd are dynamical 
variables. The Lagrangian is invariant under gauge transformations 
from s0(2) like C2. 2), where one should understand 'X:. as a two-
-component column. Apparently, ~ 

the corresponding momentum is e~ual 
2 the configuration space XC fR form 

is an unphysical variable since 

to zero. The ci..rcles si in 
' gauge group orbits, therefore, 

for the gauge-invariant description it is enough to introduce the 
polar coordinates. Then the angular variable becomes unphysical, 

. ')'Ia while the gauge invari<:.nt '(":::: ('X ';y_ 0 describes the only 
physical degree of freedom. The HPI form in invari2.nt varie.bles 
for the present model was given in ~,5] . It coincides with 
(2.16) if we put I'"" ::=.Ji ) g .. = p

1 
and consider other variables 

as zeroes (for details see [5] ). Note that the physical P&{)Pr)= 
:con (:rr) 

A gauge condition means a definition of time evolution of 
unphysical Variables. Let ~! describe a physical degree of 
freedom. Then JC2 is an unphysical variable. Define its time 
evolution by the equality ,X

2 
=- f (x 1),where f is an arbitrary 

function. For the correct ·dynamic description the gauge condi
tion line 'X2. = f('x1) must cross each gauge group orbit 
51

, at least, once. So, f (o) := 0 and + is defined for all 
'Xi ( {.( . If the latter property does not take place, 1. e., 
the region of definition of f differs from fR , the domain of 
values of f should c oinc ide w1 th R (X 2 G !R) , otherwise 
there will exist orbits S which do not cross the line 'X'2-=f(x1). 
Therefore, we can always choose a physical variable as changing 
along the real axis IR. 
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Following the ideology developed above, afte:c (iUantization p =- - i.. djo::c we introduce new curvilinear coordinates 

:X: = exp TEl ( ~(~JJ (4.2) 

It is easy to check t~at the secon-ATA dary constraint operator f :X: generating S0(2) gauge transfo~ma. 
tions [ 21] coincides with -- L 0/o 8 • So, 'd{ fh. contains f'l.l.nct
ions independent of' G 

Using the standard deriving rules of derivation of the 
Laplace-Belt~ami operator in curvilinear coordinates. VIe find 
the Hamiltonian in 

where jU = f + { 1 -F is the measure (Jacobian) in the new 
variables. The scalar product in ~ph has the form 

<~l*>rh = ~:r/Y yc~w*c~) ~C~! (4.4) 

Here K::::: fR. \ 8 is a physical conf'iguration space and the group ~ can be determined as above, i.e., it is necessary to solve 
the eiluation 

and besides S 5' = S()lJ , S E S . In fact, all solutions of (4.5) can be found from the eiluation 

(4.6) 

defining all the points of crossing of the line X 
2 

= { (:x:1.) 2 2 with the circle 'X
1 + X2. canst> 0 • It is clear that the 
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number of crossing points de:per:.ds on ~ • So, RDGG S:::: 8[sJ 
has a different number of elements at different S • Thus, the 

region K s:plits into subregions K c.( , and besides, SC~J:::: Sr;:( 
for §' E I< o< and has a fixed number of elements, 1. e., each 

subgroup Sol. acts smoothly on K e:.t. • 

Let us establish the connection of the derived quantUB _, '\ 

theory with the gauge-invariant description. Note that y OJ 
-!'\ c 2 ~\i/2 

= I ur, whe:re r::=. ~ + ~ J • So, the Hamiltonian (4.J) 

turns automatically into the radial part of the Hamiltonian in 

polar coordinates. Moreover, it is easily seen that the eq_uality 

S d J JU- = ~ "'d r '[ in (4, 4) follows froQ the change of 
K o 

variables. This proves that the physical Hilbert space of the 

theory (4.4), (4.J) should be isomorphic to the gauge-invariant 

Hilbert space of states 

~ph (?) = ~ (~2 + tlJ = ~(r') = h x2) . (4.7) 

2 
That all physical states de:pe~d on y- analytically follows froo 

the :potential analyticity and parity 4>(r-)::;;.~(-r-) of the wave 

function with the zero angular momentum -i o/'oe ~(y-J e)-= 0 [22]. 

Since physical functions (4. 7) are invariant under transform,?..

tions (4. 5), we find for the analytic continuation of the unit 

operator kernel in Jf. ph 

- l/2 

<?\~)h = [ [J>WJUCsC(,''ll] S (?- S(~')). (4,s) 

F 8[~'} 
w]lere .)'Ec\1<, <y'Eo J< ( S[~')=So/ if 5' 1

Ec I<~ ( ol. is 

fixed). Now we r.tay derive Hl?I with the help of formulae pre3ented 

in Appendix. However, one needs take into consideration that tl1e 

integral over physical region \< in (A.21) should be calculated 

in accordance with a note given at the end of A!Jpendix. 
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5. Conclusion 

A short summary o£ our results is as follows; to define a 
correct HPI form for gauge systems, one should take account of 
the curvilinearity of physical variables and possible 
:physical PS reduction, Moreover, it is not necessary to describe 
explicitly the physical PS structure, i.e., to find the region 
\< • It is enough to know all crossing points of a gauge condi
tion line with gauge group orbits in the total configuration 
space, Le., the RDG-G. We may integrate over the physical PS in 
HPI as over an Euclidean space of an even dimension and then 
symmetrize the result in the RDGG. The latter procedure guarantees 
the manifest gauge irrvariance of the evolution operator kernel, 
i.e., the physical evolution operator kernel depends only on 
gauge-invariant combinations of initial variables in a theory. 
Besides, the symmetrization over RDGG cancels singularities in 
the evolution operator kernel which arise at zero points of the 
measure Jl~O [2:0]. 

Let 'X J be dynamical variables of a theory and Fd be 
corresponding momenta. Let also a theory ho.";e first class 
constraints Y'a. (X J p) (primary and secondary). 

' ~ ~) the unitary oueratcr U = exp i.c.Jll..lfa...(-x:,p is the 

In ~uantum theory 

operator of 
gauge transformation and U ~ph(oc)::: ¢r~ (x) • We also have 
the law of gauge transfo:::rnaticns for canonical ':ariables 'X\.__,. 

.... ""+ ........ u' u'+ -+UX U E U, .. (w)Xd., E~ f . Note, that these U -transformations L. "(1 L 1.. 
can be larger t~an initial gauge transformations in a theory1 
(for example, in model (2.1) 'JT and G are iUdependent gene-
raters!). To derive the HPI, we must introduce in ~uantwn theory 
new variables :x:, = x,(8,'j) = u, (6) ~· where J.o..C~)"' 0 are 

. J d ") dl extra conditions picking out physical variables. Then ~(x,p "'Ll013a. 
so, 

les 

are nonphysical variables. ~ne HPI for physical variab
can be found by using the above suggested recipe. The 
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RDGG is deteroined by equations JG- CS~) = 0 

It is clearly that this method can be used for 

tion in any gauge theory [25] 

, where (s~l, o u.~yr 
the HPI construe-

APPLNDIX 

(HPI in an arbitrary curvilinear coordinate system) 
,J 

Let ~E(x), 'X E IR be a basis in the Hilbert space for 
some quantum s:;rster.J. where E is a spectral -parai:leter set 
enumerating a basis. Then 

L_ + (x) (Cx')"' <'XIX'>~ g (x-x'). (A.l) E E 
N Consider new variables X~ 'X ( ~ J , iJ EO 1:< C \R 

the region 1< is determined from requiring a one-to-one 

where 

correspondence between the variables X and new variables ~ 
i.e., the equation 'X.-='X.(~) should have onl;r one solution if 

CX: E lQ rJ and ~ E I< . Assume now that there exists an analytic 

continuation of the function X(~) to the total Euclidean space 
lilN ) (i)N IRN lK. , in other words, OC(J is a ma-pping II'\ onto 

Then the equation X:::: :X::(J) :nay have many solutions at fixed X 
For each ~ E T< and fixed 'JC one _may compare S ~ so that 
X~ X(~)= X(sd) . Apparently, the transformations sE$ 

IQN , and l< = fRN\ S . For example, 
fo:rm a grOU!J acting on 

'XEfR2, ~=(r",\9) (the polar coordinates). The g~oup S 
contains the following t:::"ansfo:::-mations6-.8+2JIYL}h.E.£';, Y"..:;.-'("" , 

and simultaneously e __,.. e + Jr • If on the plane (G 9) E fR2. the 
points connected by-the transfoTmations from S are identified, 
then we get the strip K = fR2 

\ 5 , (r",9J E !<, 8 E [0,2:iT), 
r- > 0. 

Let the quantu.:1 Hamiltonian of a system have the standard 
form 
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H =- ~ b(N) + V(:x:)' L(N) =-;X ~X 
l c (A.2) (i=l,2, ••• ,N). Rewriting it in the nev1 variables we find 

A cj 
H=-2~ 0,'3 Yfild + V. 

He?e 0 0 = o/ou 0= olei: 0, , d:x:'d:x: 0 =g. d:/cl:/ > 
• dt. ) d d ~ !,..d and o'Kq = S' . Let in the ne\'1 variables g: (Y)= ~ (:x:c~l) d d Kj J 

E E be eigE?nfunctions of the operator (A.J) [20]. These funct:._o!ls 
have t~e symmetry property 

After passing to the new variables the scalar product is 
chaneed to * 
s ol:x: <VE(x) ~E' (X) = gEE'= ~ c[jf(~) lJ'/~) lj';,(<jl. (A.5) [RN J< 

Here y ( ~ J = ~ <h, ( 'j J = ] (xy1J (\J) . The form o~ the unit 
operato:I: kernel follows f':rom (A.5) and (.A.4) 

* -~ L :f/'<lWE C~'h <;J \ ~'> = IJyc~l.fJCs~·J] S(~-s~) (A.6) E $ 
if 'j 1E J:< , ~ E IRN , Obviously, for ~,'cJ'EI< one should 
limit oneself onlY to one term in (A. 6) v;ith S = 1. • Formula 
(A.6) determines the analytic continuation of the unit operata~ . ,; 
kernel to the full lR • Far example, we have in the case of 
polar co ordinates L1A 1 

s·c.x-x') =- - 1 6Cr--r-') a Ce,e') + Vr-r-' r 
+ ,~ SCr-+r-') q (e,e'+JT), v-rr-' r 

Cj.-(e,G')= f 6(e-e'+2Ji"-J, 
h=-00 
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(A, 6) c&~ be obtained from the rule of changing an argurr..ent 

of a many-dimensional S -function: <_'X\X') 

8(:x:C~} -X(~')) . mN ' v lf we assume that ~E. IK , ~ E. [\ 
The main difficulty of the HPI construction in curvilinear 

coordinates is to take into consideration the reduction of a 

configuration space. 3ven a finite-dimensional Gaussian integral 

cannot be calculated explicitly over \\ :=. ~N\S. l.Io:reover, the 

spectrum of some momentTh~ operators becomes discrete, i.e., 

the integration over' it turns into summation. For exn.mple, the 

angular moocntu:n operator P~ =. -i 'V/roG has a discrete spect:!.·ur:-:. 
The latter brings an additional difficulty in the HPI definition 

over PS of a considered systco [1~1· 

Consider the kernel of the infinitesimal evolution operator 
' -iE H A 

Uc. (~.~') = < ~ \ e \ ~ '> = \:_1.- cE. \-\ LiliJ<'d \~'> + 0 (E'). CA. e) 

by "'· 6) • To take into where the kernel <~ l ~') is detemined 

account the operator o~dering in ~.J) [ 19]' we rewrite Hamil-

tonian (A. J) as follows "' .. 
J. -" Lj A H = 2:" P s ? . + vq + v . . ' J v 

" ' ' -1/2 i/2 . 
where pj =- 'L jU- Oi o Y are Hermitian momentum operators 

in curvilinear coordinates (see (A.5)) and~\/~ is an effective 

quantum correction to the potential ( rv "t ) which can be found 

from the comparison of (A. 9) with (A. J) 

(A, IO) 

For example, in the case of polar coordinates, .. JA = '(' and 

V.,_ =- 1/<t, '1-~. Using the equality dc•(l'J(\j)Od SC\j-IA)= 
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= l rj (et.)O, (ij - oL ~cj(o) oJ 6(~-Q) which is easily 
proved in the theo~y o~ generalized functions, and the represen-
tation 6(~- CL) = (2.Ji)-N ~ dp e~p i.pC~-a.) 
one transforms the expression l/2 p, § ij ( ~) p d <._ ~ \ ~ 

1 > 
as follows 

and 

dp 
(n)N 

Q (~,~·) = L s cd- s~'), ~E !R_~'~, ~'E 1<. 
5 

(A.u) 

(A.l2) 

In an analogous way one can rewrite other terms in the brackets 
of (A. 8), i.e., 1, V and V • On the vthole, we get the formula 
accurate to terms 0 ( E2

) q 

\ d g" U elf( ") Q ( " ') Ul'<L~')=J -C ")112 t. '<J,~ d,~ · E IR" }'}' 
(A.u; 

where 

(A.l4) 

(A.l5) 

" is the effective Hamiltonian of a system and the difference ~-~ 
. " 0( 2) is changed by E d + €. . 

Let us pay attention to synmetry ~roperties of the kernel 
(A.lJ). By construction, the kernel should satisfy the equalities 
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Indeed, the first equ~lity in (A.16) is trivial since S is 

a group. To prove the second equality, we return to the initial 
expression (.A..s). Kou vre can see t:!lat the seCond equality in 

(A.l6) •dll be Ti!;ht E < s~\ ~ 1 ) = <~I~'> s~nceH(s~)~ 
A A 

::::: H ( ~) -== H (X) . Consider the action of the unit operator 
with t!'le kernel <~ \ ~ 1 ) on a smooth function ~ 

,_, - i/;< 

<PC~)= ~d;(yC~'lL[rc~JJ~cs<(l} 8(~-s~')PC'a 1)· (A.l7) 
1< s 

In the gene:.o:-2.1 case, §~ -=-S(~) is a function of ~El< (for 
~E/R 11 

it can be defined as a composition S(:j) ~ SoS (~), 
where S E S and ~ E 1< ) . Since the measure d X = d X(~) 
is invariant under S, we conclude: d~y(~)=dS('j)j'"(S(\jlJ 
= d~J,(~Jf(S(~J), where J,(\jl istheJacobianof 
transition from S ( (t) to l<J , i.e., 

}i ( S ~) = [ J ,h) r l. r ( ~). (A.lS) 

With the help of (A.l8) we ca.'l carry out the integration in 

(A.l7) if the summation is interchanged with integration, and 
I A I then new integration variables,~ ~ r:; ~ , are introduced for_ 

each addend in (A.l7) 

ip ( \j) = L GK ( ~) :f c 5-' ~) , s s 

(A.l9) 

where Ell< ( ~) =()!< ( 5-< '<J ) and EJK ( ~) = 1, 0 if ~ E 1< , 
~ E I< , ~espectively. It follov1s from (A.l9) that iJ.i ( S <J) = 

= Cji(~) , s E: s . 1'herefore, < s~l'(l'>= <'j\\j
1>, a_~d 

E~. (A.l6) is proved. Note that if? CiJ) = lJ'('<J) 
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if yt ( ~) belongs to the initial 

since ':l'(S- 1 ~)~ '!l(ij) and 

L 8K(~) "' i. s s • 
To get the kernel (A.S) for a finite time interval, it is 

necessa;:-y to ite:r-ate (A.lJ). By definition of the scalar product 

(A.5), we have 

u~E c~, ~~) ~ \ d~d'' ut (~,~,)UE c~, ,~ ') ~ 
= \ dtdil~ u·~· ) l/~ e\( ,, " ') J ( " )1/z E (~,~~J d4,", Q(~ .. ~,)UE (~,~)Q(~!d. N \\1\\.1 (Lt · (] j ' ' ~ J J'" 2 K 
In the integral over ~1. we substitute (A.l2) for Q(~21 d 1) 
arid interchange the order of summation and integration. Then 

using (A.lS) we change ve.rllbles ~1.--'>' 9~i = s(~ 1 ) in each 

addend after which tr.e integrals over S ~~ can easily be taken, 

Further, 'Ne take advantage of the second equality (A.l6) into 

which one should substitute the explicit e)~ression (A.lJ) and 
-Vz( A ) transform the measure .f- S ~ in accordance VTith (A.lB). 

The remaining sum over S disappears because of (A.20). On the 

whole, we get 

UeH The integral in brackets of (A.22) is identified with 2 e 
Thu·s, for a finite time interval t we may write 

Ji_ U eH( ') Q (~'' ~·) , CJlJ'')<k t iJ,d ' 
(A. 2J) 
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where ut{:tf ( ~, ~ 11) is dete:rmined by the standard H?l represent2 .... 
tion 

UeH( ") ( ~ dp(t)d~(cl \t ( \ 
t ~.~ =J~~o (2Jl)i0 exp'Ljod'C p~-HeHJ (A. 24) 

and ~(t)=~, ~(o)=~" 
In conc:usion, t'.\'O notes have to be made. As noticed above, 

the tmnsformations fro~ S are not alwa;r linear, In the general 
case, s'<j=S((!)is a function ofdfK. Uoreove:::-, it is not 
difficult to imrent a change o:f vari~bles under wi1ich the 
functions S ( ~) can..-rJ.ot be defined smoothly on the full region 
K, but th:.s is :possible 0::::1 i':.s subregions f<oc., l< = LEB k'<><. 
It means that the grou-pS SIJlit~ into subgroups S :=f\®Scw:, ant: 
besides, each Sc<. , acts o:s.ly on K o.: a.'1d has fixed numoer of 
elenents, In fact,the split of K into Ko.should be performed 
w.r.t. the number of elements of Sin the neighbourhood of ff point dE }( . An example of such cooYdi~tes is given in sect.4. 
However, the above-sur;gested derivation of H?I holds valid if 
in all calculation, ~o~~E and ~\\ -> "?,- SK, 

Now P.PI can be written in the polar coorC.i:J.a.tes \'lith the 
help o:: the recipe (A. 2)). In this case t:n.e inte,sr.?~tiO:J. over new 
canonical va"ia.blcs ~ ~ (r, e ') , p ~(pr, Pe! has to be £uun1cc: 
within infinite limits and 

This result coincides with the one obtained in 

sets' Y"',, ~'J=clcas(1,r-2),i.•., 
v<t "" - iJ~; ,-2 
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